
  



This brochure includes a brief, 

English summary of the Safe Future 

Erasmus+ youth exchange program 

taken place in Mogyoróska, in May 

2016. With preparing a detailed, 

Hungarian language brochure, the 

organisers wanted to make it sure to 

assemble a short but interesting 

brochure in English, which presents 

the programs of the youth exchange 

to a wider, international audience. 

Wishing you a pleasant read, 

The organisers 

 

The aim of the project: 

The 9-day exchange program „Safer future” took place in Mogyoróska (Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén 

county), in May 2016. The main goal of the project was to reveal issues present in the everyday lives 

of the youth and also to find a solution, hence providing a safer and more livable future for them and 

the environment alike. This aim was reached by the discussion of key topics and the application of 

informal and non-formal methods over the course of the project. Key topics included job search, job 

creation, youth rights, self-recognition, mental health, and community building, too. Several visits of 

good examples were included in the program which bear a significant role in the poverty stricken 

regions of Hungary. Our aim was to help the youth gather knowledge and experience that would help 

them later on while searching for employment or even during their working years. 

 

Day 1 

Icebreakers helped participants get to know 

each other a little upon their arrival. They had to 

enact certain situations, such as meeting one 

another as if they were old time classmates or 

distant relatives. After being introduced to the 

accommodation and the surroundings, we have 

strolled through the town and also visited the 

local church in which Uncle Feri shared the 

history of Mogyoróska. Organisers prepared 

teambuilding games for the evening but 

participants were ready and willing to openly initiate discussions with each other despite coming from 

different countries. No other mandatory program took place this day. Participants chatted, danced 

along while the more tired ones went to rest after a long day. 



Day 2 

The noon was about presentations: 

representatives of each organisation 

occupied the symbolic „stage”. Slides and 

brochures helped them present their 

history and their achievements. After 

every organisation proceeded to present, 

Kárpátikum Közhasznú Alapítvány 

delivered a similar presentation and 

shared a couple of short movies about 

previous exchanges thus helping 

„newbie” participants tune to the 

atmosphere of the programs. Prior to 

lunch, a large group session was held in which experienced participants helped the newcomers 

accommodate with the methodology of the exchange program. An afternoon roundtable discussion 

helped revealing the issues faced by the youth. It was fascinating to hear how different these issues 

could be depending on the countries participants were coming from. Each and every issue was put on 

the board and later a problem tree was created out of them. Kárpátikum Közhasznú Alapítvány saw to 

a great evening after the programs had ended. 

 

Day 3 

 

Our discussion topic for the noon focused on the differential of employment and employment demand. 

We discussed which professions are in-demand and which are the ones with low demand. As a result 

we could agree that overqualification proves itself to be the biggest issue. After that we have created 

a job interview simulator both indoors and outdoors. A couple of committees awaited for the 

participants, conducting interviews with them both in Hungarian and English. Following lunch we have 

talked about the economic crisis in a new roundtable discussion and we also talked over the possible 

effects already experienced and to be experienced on the youth and their opportunities.  Other topics 

also came up, such as disappearing jobs, psychological pressure and fears that need to be faced and 

treated. Creativity of the participants was to be displayed in small group activities as their task was to 

prepare a poster on which they would offer employment to job seekers with disadvantaged 

backgrounds. 



Day 4 

Motto of the day: „Be a Smart 

Enterpreneur!”. Participants visited a 

good example during both noon and the 

afternoon. These positive examples have a 

particular importance since the program 

itself takes place in a location which is part 

of the poorest region of Hungary thus 

unemployment is also sky-rocketing. The 

noon was spent by visiting the renowned 

chinaware factory of Hollóház. During the 

afternoon the group visited the newly 

refurbished castle in Fűzér. This building provided a great tourist destination for the tiny town, vastly 

boosting the tourism in region. The castle also proved to be an excellent spot for an impromptu 

communication training. Participants learnt about the proper communicational formula and etiquette 

to be applied in various situations. This way they gained valuable knowledge on how proper 

communication can help them become more virtuous. 

Day 5 

Animators helped organise the noon program in a way that 

would help participants enrolled in their Geography 

studies gain experience that could be proved useful later 

on. Our first stop was Telkibánya and its gold mine. Upon 

leaving the mine the participants had the chance to hunt 

for some minerals themselves. A brief hike followed to the 

scenic surroundings of Lake Izra. The afternoon included a 

roundtable discussion, „Together against Exlusion”, 

conducted by a social pedagogist. Participants shared what 

sort of exclusions they must face day-by-day either because of their economic background or their 

language. After drawing up the issues, ideas and methodology was discussed for the possible 

treatment and solution ofthem.  

Day 6 

We departed to Sátoraljaújhely in the morning, and 

after a short sightseeing we visited the local adventure 

park. One part of the program was to enjoy the park, 

and the other is to see how an innovative idea could 

create a brand new touristic center in one of the 

poorest regions in Hungary. Participants could try out 

the chair-lift, sliding down the cableway, and walking 

along the „Magyar Kálvária”. This was particularly 

heartwarming and uplifting for cross-country 

Hungarians since it sent a clear message: they are not forgotten in the homeland. 



 

 

 

Day 7 

The group travelled to Karos where the 

positive vibes of a cemetery from the 

time when the Magyars settled to 

Hungary helped lift our spirits. The 

Karosi Turul Hagyományőrző Egyesület 

made us feel home here: the head of the 

organisation, Dr Csaba Antal Kovách 

delivered an interesting presentation on 

the history, locations and traditional 

clothing and traditions of the Magyars. 

The main theme of the day was 

teambuilding. Participants discussed 

various topics with each other and locals, too. Education and employment continued to be a focal 

point. Younger members got valuable advices and ideas from older participants, this also helped the 

group achieve the biggest result of the day, that is, forming new friendships and forging cooperation 

between the organisations. In addition, the group could test their archery skills at the location. 

Day 8 

A roundtable discussion was held about 

addictions during the noon. We examined the 

negative circumstances which could lead to 

addiction. We discussed problems and 

stressful lifestyle originating from jobs. 

Participants received useful ideas on how to 

treat the everyday issues and how to live a life 

without stress. Participants then formed small 

groups in which they took part in a self-

recognition training. This process helped 

everyone recognise the likelihood of stress 

and the deepest issues that bar them from living a normal life. After lunch a particularly interesting 

topic was brought up. The program (dubbed „We have the right”) revolved around rights in the EU. 

Over the course of the afternoon, we discussed issues such as students’ rights and employee’s rights. 

An expert helped answering every question during the roundtable discussion. 

 

 

 



Day 9 

For one last time everyone gathered 

in the conference room during the 

noon to discuss the events of the 

past week. We summarized the 

experiences and activities. Every 

participant had the chance to briefly 

share their experience about 

program. For the remainder of the 

noon we occupied ourselves with 

the afterlife of the project. After 

lunch everyone received their 

Youthpass certificate, which was 

filled out on every day of the week. 

Upon farewells and discussing the next exchange’s topic all of us left tired but overwhelmed with the 

experience and the information gained during the program. 

  


